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5 m long painting: the ' Frieze of Hands'
(Fig.4).
On the limits ofthe eastcrn part of the 'Frieze
of Hands ' there is a small and unusual shape:
seven dots form a semicircle whieh is open at
the top. No one has as yet paid mueh
attention to the painting or tried to interpret
it. An astronomer however reeognises
someth ing very familiar in this rock painting
a smalI, but prominent eonstellation of stars:
the Northem Crown (CrB) in its position
11.000 BC as seen from the loeation of the
ls
th is
astronomers
guess
eavc.
correct?(Fig.5)

"The Aretie whaling and travelling boat of
the umiaq type is very like the Stone Age
boats figuring in the hu nti ng sce.nes carved
everywhere in the Norwegian slate-eulture
region - from Trondheim fjord to Finmark.
In particular the boats in the carving from
Forselv at Skjomen, Ofoten, Nordland, are
strongly remin iscent of the umiaq form. The
Forselv carving is the most naturaIistic of
these hunting scenes with boats, and
therefore a]so tbe one in which one should
think the boats are nearest reaJjty in form .
With this the Stone Age hll nting boat of skin
is brought into the most intimate relationship
with the Arctic skin boat of recent tim es" .

Now new research work shows, that the
hypothesis about Ice Age people fmding their
ways by the stars at land and sea could be
right: It seems that there had been
interactions betwen Paleolithic cu ltures in
Eruope (Cantabrian eoa t) and in North
America, in Solutrean and Magdalenien time
( 19.000- 10.000 BC)".

(pp.57,58) "ln addition, however, there are
features in Norwegian and North Swedish
rock art that point much farther than to the
Russian comb-pottery region. One of them is
a line often drawn from the mouth down
through the neck on the animal figures,
ending in a circllJar figure. This line with its
circular figure occurs on animal figures
throughout a large part of the Norwegian and
Swedish rock-art region and has been
explained on the background of the hunting
magic rites of the Ojibway Indians. Here the
feature is interpreted as the ' lire Jine' and the
heart which symbol izes the live game that is
to be kiJled with the aid of magic. Similar
representations are common in large parts of
America. They are common among the
Indian tribes around Lake Superior in the
north, are met with e.g. on rock carvings
from Pipe Quarry in Minnesota, from
Virginia, and we meet with them among the
Pueblo Indians of Arizona alld New Mexico.
Franz Boas poiots out that when a Pueblo
Indian paints an animal, which he does with
great perspective aecuracy, he draws a line
from the mouth to the heart - 'as an essential
symbol oflife' " .

Gutorm Gjessing described in his book
"Cireumpolar Stone Age"(2) the distribution
of skin boats in 'Umiaq' form (pp. 13,14).

THESE CONNECTIONS are confirmed by
the results of the genetics. (M &
Vol.1/l /2000, pp. 58,59)

TO COME CLOSE to the proper answer, the
picture has to be described as exactly as
possible. What can we see? Seven ochre
eoloured dots with an average diameter of 2
cm form a regular curve whose deepest part
is direeted downwards to the floor of the
cave. Between 6.000 BC and 12.000 BC the
seven stars fonned a perfect semicircIe.
Before and after this time the bow is more
angu lar. The astronomical arguments suggest
that the rock picture should not be classified
to the Aurignacian (31.000-26.000 BC),
Gravettian (26.000-20.000 BC) or the
Solutrean (20.000-17.000 BC) per iod, as
some researchers have c1aimed. So, seen
from an astronomical viewpoint, the picture
must be at least 8.000 and at most 14.000
years old.
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"But we have also another
the wandering of people in
DNA-analysis. In the
Human Geneties 1998 we
following: "On the
RFLP analysis, it has been
97% of Native American
one of four major founding mtDNA
"D". Jt has
designated haplogroups "A"
been proposed that a
mtDNA
haplogroup (haplogroup
founding lineage in Native
Unlike haplogroups
also found at low
European population".

"OUR
ANAL YSIS
confirmed
that
haplogroup X is present in both
Native American and European populations.
For the Native Americans, this haplogroup
""'''"V'.UI.I<'':'''''''~ ~ 25% of the Ojibwa, 15%
the Sioux, 11% - 13% of the Nuu-Chah
Nulth, 7% of the Navajo and 5% of the
Yakima. Thus, with the exception of the Na
Dene-speaking Navajo, the distribution of
this haplogroup among the Native Americans
appears to be restricted to northem
Amerindian popu lations. In studies of Native
American mtDNA diversity,
co
occurence of the same haplogroup at
significant frequencies in both the modern
Native American and European populations
is unique. Recent european genetic admixture
cannot explain the presenee of haplogroup in
the Amerindians. First, if the oceurrenee
haplogroup X were the result of female gen
flow from Europeans, then other, more
common European mtDNA haplogroups
should also
the northem
Americans,
they are not. Second,
American
mtDNAs are
very different and are connected only through
an ancient common ancestor. Hence, Native
Ameriean
and
European
haplogroup
diverged long ago. Finally, Native
American haplogroup XmtDN As eneompass
substantial
eontinent-speeifie
diversity,
an anelent arrival in America".
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"A coalescence time of 23.000 - 36.000
X
years aga would suggest that
in the Americas during the initial
migration 20.000 - 30.000
time of 12.000 - I
pcppn{-"

near
or,
the

described the
within, and population
haplogroup XmtDNAs in
haplogroup appears,
arehaeoJogieal data, bc
and may have arrived in
12.000 17.000 years ago.
X is remarkable in that it has not
including Siberians,
it may have come to
migrations" .
Europe and the
can be also fouod in the area
myths as weil as in a European epie
himself Ojibway

(narrator or better historian
from a sea,
was so
DO
eould cross it and
he told further from

The other myth
the Ojibway is
Red
(4).

a red swan,
Thereby he

& DifftlSion, VoL 5, !sStle Number

father had given to hirn right before his death
in order to keep them
As his two
brothers 'desired' his wife, they blamed
because
three
arrows. And
agreed to look
the magie arrows.
After a long journey he came to a
in the
earth, c1imbed down and reached the houses
he was asked by
of buffalo (who eonsisted only
bon es), why he was so bold to visit the
land
death. Ojibwa told hirn of the magie
arrows and
'chieftain' of buffalo
answered hirn as follows: 'You eame to a
10eality, where never eame before a living
being. Instantly you have to return to
U'-A..a ... ;~", your brothers
to
You will be very old and
he had found out during his
how to make his people happy, he
returned to his
in the evening and
heard that
had a dispute in
to
wife. But his wife had been firm and
had mourned
her husband, whom she
believed to be death. Ojibwa heard all this
entered his hut with the dignity
a
brave and honorable man. He did not speak a
arrows on
and
shot his brothers. Thereby the dispute ended.
But Ojibwa Iived happy
with his wife,
Red Swan.
WE CAN COMPARE this myth to the
deseription of Homer's realm of death in the
Odyssey.
the Odyssey
seer
says:

11192: "Son of

sprung from
of many
what now,
unlueky man? Why have you left the
of
sun and come here to behold the dead and
the place where there is no
111112: "But ifyou hann them, then I foresee
ruin for your ship and your comrades,
even if you shall yourself escape, late shall
you come home and in
losing
all your comrades, in a ship that is another's,
you shaU find troubles in your
contemptuous men that devour your

2004

Iivelihood, wooing your godlike wife, and
wooers'
111132: "Depart for your horne and
sacred hecatombs to the i mmorta I gods who
hold broad
to each one in due
And death shall come to you yourself away
from the sea, the
that
shall lay you low when you are overcome
with
your people shall be
dwelling
around you.
is the
truth that I tell you.
H. KlJNlKE has already pointed out the
similarity of these two
in his
explanations (5). The parallelism between the
myth ofthe Ojibway Indians ofthe Canadian
Sea Plate and the description of
reaJm of
death in the
by Homer is
Both narrationsshow a voyage in the land of
souls. The end
the tale, in which Ojibwa
kills his both brothers with the magie arrows,
because they wanted to dishonor
remembers the return
Ulysses and
of the suitors. The fidelity of
the Red Swan, is identicaJ to the fidelity of
the weaver. The latter can also
interpreted as a creature the moon from the
mystieal point of view.
moon is the
forerunner
the sun in worshipping by the
people and is associated with waterbirds in
North America as well as in the Old World.
In
to connections
Ojibway in North America and
Worldanother
relevant
is
emphasized by Wayne May in his paper 'The
Mystic Symbol' (M &D, Vol.41l3/2003
pp.97-101).

"The symbol
above is written in the
script style known as "cuneiform" which is
common throughout
Middleast.
symbol has been found in many North
American states
as; Michigan,
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Fig.6: Burrows Cave artifact with Mystic Symbol
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var ous scene
and the Illinol

ton

Fig.7: Michigan plate with marks of the Son of the Right Hand and Son of the Left Hand
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individuals, one
the other evil. Both of
these individuals carry identification
which
on many but not

proper role.
EXAMPLE, on the so-called "creation
is apparently
to
tab let",
life, the
mark is
event. But on
he and Eve seem to be
ejected
Garden of Eden,
the-Left-Hand's mark floats
them,
suggesting calamity. This simple but lucid
aod bad", or "righteous
and evil", is recurring throughout much of
the
collection.
Deal
course the two
one of Yahweh
the other for "'LaL"-".
the two brothers, as weil.
stodes
the Bible
two
brothers from Cain and Abel, Isaac and
Ishmael,
and Esau,
Ephraim,
all points to the same
The
the Michigan
of the
AD were aware
this
and modern Christians are

In another
that the
m the
Vo1.4/1

us the fact
Ojibway
& D,

'The
still call the
Alligewi
Sipu,
of AJligewi.
wonderful
things are told of this famous people. They
are said to have been remarkably tall and
stout, and
is a tradition that there were
giants among

They accordingly began to cross the
Namaesi-Sipu, when the
seeing that
their
were so very
and in fact
of many thousands, made a
they
furious
upon those
crossed,

Vol. 5, ]sstte Number 17, 2004

threatening thema1l with destruction, if they
over to their side
dared to pers ist in
of
Fired at
of these
and the
sm.talne,d, and besides, not
the Lenape
on
to
whether to retreat in the best
manner they eould, or to try their strength,
enemy see that they were not
but men, and too
minded to
to
of
a
that the enemy was too n{vwp.rT

Mengwe, who had hitherto been
with being speetators from a distance, "Hp,.,,',i
to join them, on eondition
the
they should
their ",,.,,,nA""
was aecepted, and
the two nations, to <''''rln •• pr

Mengwe
, and
many
enemy fortified
fortifications,
near lakes,
were
attaeked and sometimes stormed by the allies.
in whleh hundred
engagement took
who were
together in
No
Alligewi at last, UU~""'E>
was inevitabJe
they persisted
obstinaey, abandoned
conquerors and
down the
River, from
THE WAR
was carried on
this
nation Jasted many years,
whieh the
Lenape lost a
number of
while the
would always
in the rear
to face
enemy. In
the end the conquerors divided the <,,,n,nt,,",!
between
The
choke of the

5,

Mormon. Here is
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

means
Association;
Stewart,
284,339;
Rydjord,
1968,
Donehoo, 1998,
132).

were
werc large individuals
other interesting

VoL 5, lssue Number
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Hebrew forms of yaphah and yapheh. It is
that the place names of the area
still preserve the
of the name of the
ancient people that
(Chippewas) also have a legend
Alligewi.
they call them the
Mun-dua. We are told by William W.
Warren, an Ojibwa Indian, who wrote a
in 1858 that:
history of his

on the
to repel the attack.
The boys
and driven back, on
the second day the young men
out to
assailants. Still
stood

TRADITION,
worth of
and while
it as an
historical fact, it
at the same time answer
the mythological character
nnU1P\fPr

the Ojibwa
having annihilated
Mun-dua.

and I will proceed to
of Kah-non-dum
Sandy Lake:

men
and putting on
paints and ornaments of
battle,
turned out to
rn .,nu"

bravest men, probably,
had met-one party
vengeance, glory and renown;
to
horne,

,.,..."·cy,,tp!1 in one
town, which was so
that a person
standing on a hill which stood in its
not see the
of it.

whose name was Mun-dua, were
hand was
the captives whom they
as
war were burned
offerings to

people, the Great Spirit
BEING A
did not listen to the prayer of their chief
whom
party was thus
reached, as they
as the eye could see. They pr(ICe,edt~d
town oftheir common enemy, to put

heavy
and "{",,tPr<'t1
the
bloody battle.

& Diffusion, Vol. 5,

together
remnants of his
slaughtered tri be .., The whole day and
night they
to escape from
em~mlles, until a
wind, which the
asked the
man of the Ojibwa
Spirit to raise,
the
the
of the fleeing
was extreme
they found
standing on a
hill back of their deserted town, and in pain
view of their enemies.

Number 17, 2004

and

Lawrence River, the
Indians, and Old

most intriguing
North America is the 10,000 ancient
found in Northern
were worked by
3000 and 800
nPTu/p,>n

THE WILL of
should perish', exclaimed
once more they dragged
nODiele:;;s flight.
where they
children in the ground,
to enable them to
turned back, and onee more they met
pursuing foes in a .last mortal combat.
fought stoutly for a
overpowered by numbers,
in a different

remnant of once a powerful tribe were
next year attacked by an Ojibwa war
taken captive, and
in this
IndividuaJs are pointed out to
day
who are of Mun-dua descent, and who are
of the respected
whose
totem is the MaJien".
In this

it is clear
was a hill
the story, in the center of this
"town" that extended as far as
eye can
see. 1t is
that they were near a
in the Great
took place near the St.
was most likely Lake Ontario. It is
that their Chief was a
"medicine
, and that the Ojibwa
allies
them completely,
allowed It because
"
a..,,_vu.lt,

certain who U1A."'-'1>'"
this copper output
date has demonstrated
in N orth America used
a
small portion that output for
own use.
The author believes that some of the excess
copper was traded down the
as
far as
but that a

It may
mile copper
route "Tr'~H'lnln
Upper Peninsula of Michigan, U.S.A.
Eastern Mediterranean, active between 1800
and 1200
but there is
to believe
one actually did exist.
Five
have

very ancient
on Upper
and at
as
,,",,val'''''' in the middle

two thousand years they were in operation.
MOST
was
North American Indians. Excavations to
have found
total North

88
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Indians' use of copper was nowhere near the
500,000 tons mined in Michigan. Much
this output must have
shipped
North America. It appears that though some
of the copper ore was
Mississippi as far as IH~,,,u--r".Il\Jl
Poverty Point) much of it was sent overseas
as far as northwestern
the eastern
Mediterranean and the
East.
of
Eastern
BRONZE AGE
Mediterranean used prodigious amounts
and
copper and its alloy bronze (90%
10% tin) for household use, ornaments,
and armaments during this era even though
many historians claim their local copper
sources such as Cyprus had been
by this time. The Egyptians and others used
huge quantities of bronze saws, chiseis and
other tools for building their statues,
structures, temples and tombs. Contemporary
Egyptians,
Greeks, Hittites,
Canaanites, Phoenicians,
(Kassites) and other empire
armies required large supplies of copper for
their bronze
and armor. This use
and the extensive change in agriculture due in
bronze plowshares and other copper
tools
the demand for copper
a worldwide search for smeltable
copper supplies.
East's available copper ore was at
a low grade 3 to 6% ore that
mining and specialized
to
a marketable copper
The raw ore
to be smelted to more
1300C and skimmed to remove impurities.
ore needed to be re-smelted
or more times to remove all impurities.
copper mines in the world today
in Chile are
an ore yield of only 6 to
8%. The ancient Michigan mines were
untque in that their copper was Jargely
ore chunks,
"float copper,"
unheard yield of 90%, the purest
the world. This meant that one
of the Michigan ore, whkh
could be done Jocally by the miners, would

Val. 5, hsue
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a pure copper product that demanded
premium prices in the fuel-poor Old World.

Copper
in the
body dubbed
found in the Alps and
carried a beautifully made
Further processing of
harder and more
was perfected before
second millennium, Be.
advantages of bronze were
and
use was widespread, there
was a rush to find more copper sources
to
the new demand.
how was this Michigan
by the Old World, how was
"......,Fr".,., to the

a
to the current-day i\lIf,nt ..p~,
there to a

December,
magazine has an
well-preserved
1350 BC fOllnd
Turkey. 1t was the same length
Columbus' Nina and
seaworthy.
included
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Keweenllw

lab'-ador

Fig.8: Tbe route of copper from tbe Isle Royale to tbe Med iterranean
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Fig.8: Tbe route of copper from tbe Isle Royale to tbe Mediterranean
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tons of oxhyde shaped copper ingots and a
half~ton
tin, enough to fully equip
thousand soldiers with bronze armor and
weapons. lts
also included amber,
which has been identified as
from the
African ivory and
items
such as ostrich egg
and ebony.
similar size and
Another sunken wreck
found
In
1950 and
1S
to 1200 BC.
THE AUTHOR believes the
the
New World
during most of this time.
the know-how and the
capability to
independence

Minoans were
eopper
had the ships,
administrative
a far-flung
its
many

and
it fell,
probably due to the
The many
written in Minoan A and B found in their
Capitol Knossis demonstrate they had ability
to
and aeeount
their
eommeree. The Phoenieians were beginning
their maritime aetivities during this era
both they and the Myeenaean
were
many
small states with
no eentral "government" needed for eredit,
fleet
ete.
We
the Minoans
Crete were the
sailors of
traveling at
as far as
tin. Minoan artifaets and
found at Stonehenge near
English tin
mines. Minoans had
known world's
the politieal eapability to
bi-eontinental ventures as this. They
ships over 100
in length
weil eapable
of oeean
eame
primarily from manufaeturing and trade and
their
fleets were protected
navy known in aneient
(Minoan eities were the only
era
without walls because they believed their
island was
from
attaek by
their
navy). Unfortunately, Minoa was
in 1400 BC
the Myeenaean
92

faded from history. The
would
have
the Minoan eopper route.

over

northern route. His
direetion and distanees
the three
groups (the
ShetJands
Faeroes)
(Iceland) and to the New
that
never traveled

"An island
Oeean' s arms
from Britain"

northwcst
in summer."
"ln
islands
sun is searce hidden one
full hour during the day
a
about
one hour in sununer.
"A
by which
[Atlantic] is eneircled is distant from
about 5,000 stadia
500 miles]"
sea at
to be erossed
opinion arose in ancient
frozen."

barbarians on
the shares of a bay not mueh
than thc Maaetie
day sea of
which lies in a direct Jine [latitude]
with the Caspian Sea."
vol 5).
Ameriean, Issue Nr.37.

5,IJJue

2004

5000

work.
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spite of
labor intensity and distanees, the
fur
was a very profitable
for
nearly two
ehanged
In

TI-IE YEARS the
wou Id
specialize. For example, the Montreal based
become

were
Scandinavian seamen (T AA,
31). Nobody knows for
or age,
mines but had exeess
loeal goods to trade.
9000
route was disrupted
around the 1
Century BC due to two
eauses: Cl) The old world
to
more
as pcople learned to smelt
use it, and (2) The
that
occurred in
eastern
1
after empire erashed at
this time though our historians cannot
the causes. Neatly, this J 2th
world disruption corresponds in time to
when the
also
down,
on
carbon-] 4 datings.
Unfortunately, little physical proof exists for
the
All perishable artifaets are
n"litt",,. the midwest Indians nor the
to write on
orallegends do not go
true identity of
1S still unknown. No burials from that
found in the Copper Country

remanent from
available
1S a large
standing rock found
on one of
alternate
Jt
the
petroglyphs
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In ] 892 a
18x25x4
roots of a very old
heart of the copper
Minoan script
have defied
statues of """,;'v,,,,,.
the
no
why
deteriorated over
seen in
Old World stone and
copper artifacts have been found in
but

may

MYSTERY of the old
be fully solved.
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In many cases evidence could be given that
connections between North America and the
Old World have existed.
NOW WE CAN focus OUf attention on a
specific issue
the scientific research. The
problem has been shown by Uwe Topper in
his paper entitled " The beginning of the
Metal-Age" as follows. Uwe Topper writes
following
& D, Vol.41l4/2003, pp.6,7):

"A classic example of the beginning of the
Metal Age is the copper age settlement of
Zambujal, Portugal, which has been
excellently excavated
published by
Portuguese and German archaeologists. This
commercial post of the first metal traders
looks like all the others of that era in the
Mediterranean region. The basic
commodities found there are evidence of far
reaching marine connections with similar
trade centres. The raw materials originate
from all over Europe, North Africa, and West
Asia. It seems that the orientation towards
navigation is a characteristic feature of the
entire copper civilization. One may weH
conclude that the early smiths were good
and also exercised the political rule
over the sea; they must have felt safe against
enemy fleets or individual pirates.(Fig.9)
The location of the fortresses on steep rocks
in sea bays shows that the builders did not
fear attacks from the sea side but certainly
from the land side because the strangest walls
were constructed on the saddle towards the
land and often had a staggered shape.
the ingenious structure of the
'ward' of Zambujal is clearly directed against
the mountains. Only in later stages, this
manner of fortress construction became
unnecessary as trade also brought peace in
the surrounding land.
Archaeologists compare
with very
similar fortresses in the Northwest of Africa,
on Mediterranean
such as Sardinia
(where they are called 'Nuraghes'), Sicily,

and most of all in the Greek Aegean region.
From this situation, an East-West spreading
direction was derived. Following a
known pattern and
still assumed that the emergence of culture
had its centre in Palestine or Asia
A
simple
consideration
makes
this
questionable: As the cop per people had
erected such
fortresses - often
as weil, they
forced to protect themseJves
the indigenous population there, too, and are
thereby recognisable as foreigners 111
land. So where did they come from?
In searching for the homeland
the
we should proceed methodically in reverse to
searching for the 'homeland' of a ceramic or
arrowhead type. The origin of fortresses is
not where many of them are found, instead
the outermost border of that
IS
where the fortresses are built strongest. In
Portugal as weB as in Greece, we find an
outer ring of those navigating merchants who
spread the use of copper. The nearer we
approach the homeland of the sm iths, the
we will
weaker the fortresses have to be,
not find any fortresses at all
their own
country.
Defence-oriented
developed only in enemy countries and grew
stronger in proportion to its distance from
place of ongin. It seems that Zambujal with
its fOUf subsequent improvements is located
at the outermost border of the copper
civilization in a highly developed,
peaceful region."
Uwe Topper writes in his book "Horra - Die
ersten Europäer" (6) of a time-range from
2.400 to 1.600 BC in ZambujaJ. We can
but no ore smelting.
imply that smelting furnaces existed.
the raw material copper came from during
800 years stays aforementioned unclear
present.
IN ANY CASE it seems existed
peopJe of Zambujal
trade connections
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penchant for mantIme exploration were
involved in worldwide activities. Vennemann
as proto-Phoenicians. Did the
later Phoenicians
from them
perhaps
knowledge of distant
reliable world maps and nautical maps?"

have to suspect that
the
Ogham script has been invented by that
ancient
civilization, respectively megaJithic culture.
The distribution in
Ogham inscriptions is more or less the same
megalithic culture, and of the
as that of
distribution of Iinguistic traces of those
in
"Atlanteans"
Vennemann's view. But Ogham inscriptions
countries, e.g.
also been found in
cou Id be taken as
with there

The arguments in
between the area of the
(Canadian
Plate) and
make probable that these
taken place.

have
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Zusammenfassung

In diesem Artikel möchte die Autorin die Wanderungen und K ulturkontakte zwischen
Europa und den Ojibway I ndiandern herausstr eichen. Die Ojibway, die im Gebiet der
Kanadischen Seenplatte anzusiedeln sind, weisen viele charakteristische Merkmale auf, die
sie mit der alten Welt in Verbindung bringen. Diese Arbeit so)) die Kontakte im Bereich der
Epen, Mythen, Seefahrt, Astronomie, Felszeichnungen, Handel, religiöser Symbole u nd
Genetik herausstreichen. Dieser Artikel wurde der Autonn erst durch die Herausgabe ihres
Journals möglich, da die vielen einzelnen Hinweise auf diesen Gesamtkomplex in den
verschiedenen Artikeln, die in "Migration & Diffusion" veröffentlicht wurden, erstmals
aufgezeigt sind.
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